
Administered upon taking Command of B Co, 2-23 IN Regiment in OCT 2018 
 

Platoon Leader Knowledge Assessment 

1. Draw an inter-visibility line. 
 
 
 
 

2. What is the maximum range of a MK19 and M2? 

 

3. Who is the current leader of IS-K? 

 

4. What event established the Caliphate of ISIS by al-Baghdadi? 

 

5. ISIS is an evolution of what organization and who was its founder? 

 

6. What battle in the Ukraine demonstrated the effectiveness of Russian ADA systems? 

 

7. Russian ADA systems work in concert together as IADS, what does IADS stand for? 

 

8. Define the AUMF that we currently operate under. 

 

9. Who was the President of Afghanistan prior to Afshar Ghani? 

 

10. What is the operational range of a M1126? 

 

11. Who is the current operational commander for US Afghanistan Operations? 

 



12. Describe the Suwalki Gap and its impact on NATO operations. 

 

13. What significant asset is task organized to a Russian BTG that poses a significant threat to US 

Infantry Battalions? 

 

14. Who are the commanders of the 201st ANA and 202nd ANP (our partnered units)? 

 

15. Why does the Javelin missile have two warheads? 

 

16. Describe target acquisition and employment of a TOW missile? 

 

17. A rater evaluates what of the rated individual? 

 

18. A senior rater evaluates what of the rated individual? 

 

19. What is the NDS in Afghanistan? 

 

20. What was the code name given to the first CIA teams to enter Afghanistan following 9/11? 

 

21. Draw the military symbol for A/2-3 AR, reinforced (Enemy). 

 

22. Describe the hunter/killer relationship of Russian targeting tactics with UAVs. 

 



23. Riot Control Agents cannot be used as a “method of warfare” IAW Chemical Weapons Convention, 
what does “method of warfare” mean? Write an example of a method of warfare and a non-method 
of warfare example of RCA use. 
 

24. What is D3A and what does it stand for? 

 

25. Who implements a Military Protection Order and what is its function? 

 

26. What is the Lautenberg amendment? 

 

27. What is “auto-slew” on Russian Active Protection Systems and how does it function? 

 

28. Define the authorities granted by Title 10, 22, 32, and 50 of US Code. 

 

29. Who was the first and only American targeted by the US Government directly via a drone strike in 
Yemen? 
 

30. Is Turkey a NATO ally? 

31. Why does Turkey take issue with the US partnership with the YPG (Kurds)? 

 

32. Is Georgia a NATO ally? 

33. Is Ukraine a NATO ally? 

34. What weapon system did the US sell to Ukraine to combat armor incursions? 

 

35. Who is the commander of the Iranian IRGC Qods Force? 

 

36. Who is the current commander of the Taliban? 



 

37. What advantage do Russian made 82mm and 122mm mortar systems have with regards to US 
ammo? 
 

38. What is the doctrinal difference that split ISIS/AQ leadership? 

 

39. Who is assessed as being groomed to lead AQ after Zawahiri? 

 

40. Draw and label every tactical task intent graphic you know (example: Attack by Fire) 

 

 

41. What was the major physical obstacle did USF put into place in Sadr City during the surge to limit the  
population’s ability to support the insurgency? 

 

42. What does SACLOS stand for in missile guidance? Give an example of a US and Russian SACLOS 
missile. 
 

43. Do Russian armor assets utilize an auto loader or a human loader? Describe the Russian magazine in 
armor assets and how US forces exploit it with sabot rounds? 
 

44. Draw restrictive and severely restrictive terrain: 

 

 

45. Who is currently fighting who in Syria (name major factions and their backers)? 

 

 

46. In military deception operations, who is always the target? 

 



47. In information environment, what are the 3 domains? How does the information flow through 
them? Give an example based on a Kinetic Strike against a legitimate enemy target firing at US 
forces in a school. 
 

 

48. Define a Maximum Engagement Line (MEL). 

 

49. Where is China’s only overseas military base? 

 

50. What is China’s 9-dash line? 

 

51. How does China’s implementation of land-based anti-ship missiles in the South China Sea affect US 
Naval operations in the region? 
 

52. Why is Ranger School important? 

 

53. What is Distance W when drawing SDZs? 

 

54. What is the doctrinal base document for al Qaeda’s plan to establish a Caliphate? 

 

55. What are the 4 steps of IPB? 

 

56. What are the 8 TLPs? 

 

57. Define what a GTAO is. 

 

58. Who is the US Ambassador to Afghanistan? 



 

59. What provinces does TAA E have authority over in Afghanistan? 

 

60. What is SIGAR and how often is it reported to Congress? 

 

61. Define prescriptive and proscriptive in terms of operational constraints. 

 

62. What weaknesses does an SBCT have for IDF support compared to an ABCT? 

 

63. Who leads the information operations working group (IOWG)? 

 

64. What is the difference between a Deception In Support of Operations and MILDEC? 

 

65. How many levels up must a MILDEC OP be coordinated? 

 

66. What is the first priority of work? 

 

67. What is the NSS and the NDS (hint: Strategic-level documents)? 

 

68. Al Qaeda is subordinate (UBL pledged bayat to) to what organization? 

 

69. What is John Doe v. Mattis? 

 

70. US forces and US backed forces are currently operating in what area of Syria? 


